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  Starting to gather information and numbers for budget 

 

  Cut trees West Richmondville 

 

  Christmas decorations are down 

 

  We’ve been doing maintenance on equipment, prepping for storms, storm cleanups  

 

   We have tried testing meters, we were able to test some, but are not using it to the fullest of our 

capabilities.  My computer at the barn is old, and running Windows 7.  For some reason it will not 

open the file to update the software.  It appears to be missing a file, and finding support for 

Windows 7 that is trustworthy, is tough.   

 

   We have qualified for Qualified Electric Personnel, which is one of the two safety training 

courses required for our positions as linemen. 

 

   I am going to start reaching out to companies that will bore and lay conduit underground, to get 

prices in order to run the Winegard Road line under the railroad trestle, and get it out of the field 

that it is currently in.  Trees keep coming down on that line, and the poles will need replacement 

in the next few years, anyways.  It is difficult to work in that field due to it being on a hill, and it is 

often wet, muddy, or snow.   

 

  We have been fairly busy doing work for customers, hooking up services, fixing yard lights, fixing 

wires. 

 

  I plan on mapping out some more on Diamond maps, now that winter is here.  I am hoping to do 2 

books this year. 
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